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TO THE VOICE, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Emerson Starts Birthday Celebration.

Fellow-Worker Arthur L. Emerson sends us the first donation to our Birthday Celebration Fund. We received the following letter from him on the 13th. Dec., 1913:

"Dear Hall--Just received THE VOICE. See ever call to celebrate its Birthday. Enclosed find $2.00, one for more one year's and one as a contribution for that many names to THE VOICE. May it never die but live to carry on until the end of the world. It has made the situation of the Laborjaches and all the workers. I would send more but I am unable just now as I have been working under disadvantages ever since I came here. I also broke my ankle some time ago and am just getting so I can walk on it a little. I have a great fire is going to come on all over the country and that we will need THE VOICE worse than ever and tell all the old guard I say--LET'S KEEP THE VOICE GOING NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS--Every man as we would send dollar apiece, ONLY ONE, and do it IMMEDIATELY. We would save the paper and ship it on go on a big boom in the Spring, I fully believe. Remember me to all the boys and love to all of them. Let's work 'em and kill 'em in the great fight that is coming. Yours for the success.

A. L. EMERSON."

The VOICE thanks him always loved has for the help that is giving and to the great strike of the Forest and all workers. We have doubtless heard, as are the re- points I drop you that you may know the thousands of families whose very lives it had been ordered, to take possession of the Court at Lake Charles, La., to railroad Emerson of the Forest and Lumber Workers Union and his comrades to the galleries in an attempt which was only destined in that the forests for the use of the Lumber Trust to fear an insurrection.

Well, this can but tire us. We will state that the country surrounding this Front is VERY UNHEALTHY for blacklegs and that the Woodmen and Working Farmers around there have had a SCARE worse than a rattlesnake. If the Woodmen at Glenn and Elton would follow the Ball Front rebels and also walk out against their slave-drivers, and the Woodmen everywhere follow out, it would be the price of our country, that everything be done to cut out of these Egyptian-like taskmasters. The more you stand from these slave- drivers the more you will have to stand, when ever one of them appears on a job every Wood- man will walk out until he meets their insufferable and we keep the Wood Front. The Woodmen refuse until last one of these man-killers, slave-drivers is put on the farm.

GO TO IT, NOW, TO-DAY.

Ball Front Out.

All Woodmen at Ball's Front, La., are out on strike, demanding the DISCHARGE of a SLAVE- DRIVER, the Woodmen everywhere are out, and warns all workers to stay away until fight is won. For the information of would-be SCABS we will state that the country surrounding this Front is VERY UNHEALTHY for blacklegs and that the Woodmen and Working Farmers around there have had a SCARE worse than a rattlesnake. If the Woodmen at Glenn and Elton would follow the Ball Front rebels and also walk out against their slave-drivers, and the Woodmen everywhere follow out, it would be the price of our country, that everything be done to cut out of these Egyptian-like taskmasters. The more you stand from these slave-drivers the more you will have to stand, when ever one of them appears on a job every Wood- man will walk out until he meets their insufferable and we keep the Wood Front. The Woodmen refuse until last one of these man-killers, slave-drivers is put on the farm.
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FELLOW-WORKERS.

To the Membership of the L.W.W.,

We have been instructed to make the following appeal.

We have a communication from the editor of "THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE" which states that unless stronger support is immediately forthcoming the paper will go down and out.

There is no use discussing the why of this. That is a matter of the Local's concern. What is needed now is the immediate assistance of every possible supporter. If you do not believe the paper should be kept in the field:

THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE has been an invaluable educational and propaganda weapon in the struggle of the class to his class interest. Without it we shall be absolutely cut off from news of L.W.W. activity in the Southern States.

We appeal to those who want the paper to live to please give some little assistance. The money we get is not enough for even the upkeep of the paper. We are not going to tell you how to act. You know as well as we do.

ALBERT R. PRAUNER,

Edmonton, Alta., Canada, Dec. 16th, 1915.

THE VOICE received the above appeal with a request to publish some immediately. This we do thanking the Edmonton Rebels for it and all past aid.

WHY OF A TWO-PAGE VOICE?

The VOICE appears this week cut half in two. The reason given is that those owing the paper for orders did not remit on the 10th instant as we had notified them, and the matter being unattended. You cannot run a paper without funds, neither can you pay printers with printer's money. If you want the paper to live you are up to it to see that amounts are paid. If you don't, the paper will go out on the 15th.

Send your money to your Local Secretary of your Local unless a money order is return by mail return. Remember always that we never call on you until forced to do it. You are the people. If you want the paper to stay, you will, it will stay. FOR THERE IS NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE TO YOU, IF YOU DON'T WANT IT. If you want to live, GET BUSY AT ONCE. We cannot run the paper without your money, neither can we pay our printers with promises. Our back is in the wall but we are years in the same boat.

JOHN L. COVINGTON, BALL.

"This germ (scabbery) is nothing but the father of individual effort and the mother of craft unionism."—From "The Strike Bulletin."